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Biology Background: the
Ontogeny of a Multicellular Organism


 A M-O starts out as a single cell, but 
during the course of it life ends up as a 
community of trillions of cells


 Cellular Differentiation is the mechanism 
for growth and development


 Intercellular signaling and response are 
responsible for regulating cellular 
morphogenesis







Cellular 
Communication:
Signal Transduction


http://www.scq.ubc.ca/conversing-at-the-cellular-level-an-introduction-to-signal-transduction/


Possible behaviors:
•Secrete chemicals in 
response
•Chemotaxis
•Transcribe protein from 
RNA











Astor & Adami:
A Developmental Model for the Evolution 
of Artificial Neural Networks
 Why a developmental model?
 Classical ANNs are fabricated to solve 


classification problems
 Apply biological realism towards 


scientific explanation, rather than simply 
using ANNs as an engineering tool







Simulation of the “organism” 
occurs in a 2-D lattice


Each hexagonal 
“common” cell 
contains a 
concentration of 
various proteins, 
and may or may 
not contain a 
neuron. Gray cells 
are the boundary 
“skin.”







Four Protein Types


External: diffusive
Internal: non-
diffusive
Cell-type: emitted 
by a cell and 
diffused
Neurotransmitters: 
direct cell-cell 
communication 
(non-diffusive)







Laws of the Universe
 Diffusion occurs discretely across the 


cells, and discretely across increments 
of time


 Through diffusion, a gradient can be set 
for communication


 The placement of sensors and actuators 
is hard-coded into the genome







The Genome
 The genome determines the behavior of 


the cells in response to its environment 
(local concentrations of proteins)


 This is in contrast to the genome of 
classical evolutionary ANNs, where it 
explicitly encodes the connection 
weights and/or learning rule of the 
system







The Genome
 Cell behavior is governed by gene 


regulation and gene expression
 Gene regulation (in this simulation) is 


equivalent to cell type, which is 
determined by the presence or absence 
of cell-type protein


 Gene expression is computed by the 
input of the protein make-up of the cell’s 
substrate







Genetic Structure


Each gene is composed of a string of condition atoms—
Each of which is a function taking the value of a protein 
concentration in the cell’s local substrate and returning the 
evaluated condition of the cell.







Condition atoms
EvaluativeRepressive


Silences the entire gene if 
condition is met







Gene Evaluation:
 The final evaluated condition of the cell is 


determined via a recursive function:



 where each Φ in the nest is a condition 
atom, and Θ0 is the initial evaluated 
condition of the cell, given by:










Gene Expression:


C is the complete gene, C1 is the sub-condition comprising the 
repressive atoms, C2 comprises the evaluative condition atoms.







Morphogenesis & communication


 The expression of each gene results in a 
“developmental command,” influenced 
by the overall condition value of the cell 
after the evaluated condition is 
computed and expressed







Morphogenesis & communication







Morphogenesis & communication


 The commands are functions taking as 
input the overall condition value


 Growth commands take a directional 
value as additional input (the direction of  
a gradient)


 Neural modulation commands take a 
neurotransmitter type as additional input







Dendritic Growth







Dendritic Growth







Dendritic Growth







Learning(!)
 Neural networks are established through 


growth factors – signals sent from 
neighboring cells encouraging the 
development of axons and dendrites


 Learning rules are not explicitly 
programmed in


 Rather, they are the product of genetic 
expression


 Good learning rules are adaptive







Learning(!)


Neuron 4 is inhibited because this gene lowers the cell’s 
evaluated condition according to the NTx neurotransmitter.
More importantly, a weighted sum is implemented in the 
expression of the genome. 







Implementing Logic Functions







Growing a Network







Growing a Network







Growing a Network







Evolution
 Genomes are never hand-coded, so 


connections and learning rules are not 
specified


 Moreover, they are both removed from 
direct selection


 Having a network capable of learning is 
adaptive (as selected for by the 
researcher), but the genome codes for 
various cell type behaviors







Biological Realism?







Biological Realism?
 The key to success in abstraction is 


implementing functions while 
implementing as little structure as 
possible


 In a real cell, the genome is not read off 
each time there is an input chemical


 Rather, input signal can be stored in the 
cytoplasm or organelles, or cause 
morphological changes without the 
production of new proteins







Biological Realism?
 Moreover, there are many cell behaviors 


that this simulation lacks:
 Taxis – cell movement
 Apoptosis – cell death
 Rigid, invariant structure of the organism







Biological Realism?
 But there is a computational pressure for 


simplification of the model
 The larger the genome, the larger the 


search space
 Astor & Adami’s solution is to put there 


systems up on the web, similar to 
Folding@Home
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